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Abstract
We studied salt-free, highly concentrated (5-200 g/L) mixtures of unfragmented
(µm contour length) DNA and hyaluronic acid (HA) as a border-line example of rigidrod/exible-chain composite, across a broad range of concentration ratios cHA /cDN A =
0.05 − 50. By polarizing microscopy (PM) we established that the DNA and HA form

clearly separated thread-like domains dened and oriented by solution shear. Within

its domains DNA shows birefringent banded patterns, routinely observed for long chain
mesogens. We applied small angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) to the mixtures and observed
a PE correlation peak at q ⋆ wave vector. This peak was ascribed to DNA subphase
and was used as a measure of eective DNA concentration in the subphase, according to deGennes scaling relationship between the DNA mesh size ξ = 2π/q ⋆ ≈ c−1/2

and monomer concentration c. From cDN A we inferred the eective cHA of HA subphase, and found a proportionality cHA = 0.8cDN A . As DNA and HA subphases are

in the osmotic pressure equilibrium, HA osmotic pressure ΠHA = ΠDN A is inferred,
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since the DNA equation of state is known. That is, ΠHA (c) scales as for the other
PEs (DNA and polystyrene sulfonate, PSS), Π ∼ c9/8 , up to about c = 1 M. The

osmotic pressure of PEs is regulated by Manning uncondensed counterion concentrations, ci /c = φ < 1. Since HA, a weak PE due to a low linear charge, does not feature
condensation, i.e. ci = c, it may be used as a measure of counterion concetrations for

strong PEs. Eventually, we corroborate the work by Raspaud et al. 1 who found that the
concentration of counterions controlling the osmotic pressure is double the theoretical
Manning-condensation dened value for DNA or PSS.

Introduction
Most biomacromolecules are polyelectrolytes (PEs) - polymers with ionizable groups on constituent monomers. PEs dissociate in polar solvents (water being the natural one) into
polyions and a cloud of oppositely charged, low-molecular weight counterions. The longrange electrostatic interaction of these charged species leads to a behaviour qualitatively
dierent than for neutral polymers 28 . These systems spatially arrange themselves in a way
which strongly depends on the PE and added salt concentration or valence of counterions.
The intrinsic rigidity of bioPEs, often higher than for the exible neutral polymers, along
with the long-range nonspecic interactions signicantly aect the cellular macromolecular
environment. Accordingly, there remain diculties in understanding these systems 914 but
there are distinctive technical applications (gene therapy, gene chips, DNA sequencing, biocompatible materials) 1521 that can be improved with the advancements in the eld of PEs.
In other words, not only it is of fundamental value to understand the environment formed by
PEs but this is both biologically and technologically relevant. E.g. intracellular regulatory
proteins nd their DNA binding sites in a crowded, strongly interacting environment of DNA
and other biomacromolecules - mainly proteins 2226 . Systems of elevated macromolecular
concentration also exist on the other side of the cell wall, in the extracellular matrix - where
hyaluronic acid (HA) is a prominent component 2730 .
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A region of the phase diagram of PEs at high concentrations, around 100 g/L and almost
up to 1000 g/L covers the packing levels of dierent biopolyelectrolytes in living matter
(chromosomes, viruses, amyloid particles, collagen systems) 31 . The DNA based systems
have been thoroughly investigated. Dierent lyotropic DNA mesophases occur with the
increase in eective DNA concentration 3138 . Even at much lower concentrations bioPEs
may be induced by the ionic or macromolecular environment to form structures that show
local organization similar to liquid crystals. There are two distinct mechanisms. Firstly,
condensation of even single PE molecules can be promoted by molecular crowding, eected
by adding suciently high concentrations of "crowding agents" such as uncharged exible
polymers (e.g. polyethyleneglycol-PEG) or small globular proteins 26,3942 . Secondly, condensation can occur also due to complexation with multivalent counterions or oppositely
charged PEs, for DNA and for other systems, e.g. F-actin 4350 . This latter mechanism benets from the low-ionic strength environment where unscreened interaction with multivalent
counterions leads to correlation eects that render eective attraction of two like-charged
PE chains. Conversely, for the previous condensation mechanism the high ionic strength of
simple salt is benecial as the electrostatic repulsion among the PE chain links is screened the PE domains osmotic pressure is reduced and condensation due to pressure generated by
the polymer domains is facilitated. In other words, the osmotic pressure ceases to be dened
by the counterions and becomes dominated by conventional, uncharged polymer depletion
eects. Studies of condensation are eectively studies of the equation of state and in particular, the equation of state of DNA (osmotic pressure vs. DNA and salt concentration) is
well studied with the osmotic equilibration method 1,5153 .
The phase diagram of HA has been less extensively covered. Specically, it's the measurements in very low added salt environment that are lacking to establish the equation of
state and to produce a comparison with DNA 5461 . PE properties of HA (a polysaccharide)
render it relevant in a multitude roles in living matter. For the case here, HA is of interest
as it is a semiexible PE (structural persistence length may be up to 10 nm) more akin to
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DNA (structural persistence length 50 nm) than the synthetic PEs (with -C-C- backbone,
PolyStyreneSulfonate, PolyVinylsulfonicAcid, PolyAcrylicAcid: PSS, PVA, PAA, etc.) routinely used for studies of physics of polymers. The latter have the persistence length of the
order of 0.25-0.5 nm. However, in opposition to DNA (or PSS), HA is a PE of a lower linear
charge density, below the Manning condensation threshold [see Appendix].
Binary mixtures of two PEs are a system where both condensation mechanisms may be
realised. A more straightforward case is a mixture of oppositely charged polyions. Here a
rather intuitive picture is given where one of the PEs can also have a role of a multivalent
counterion. A phase diagram for such a system was devised by Zhang and Skhlovskii 48 . A
mixture of like-charged PEs is a system where neither of the above presented condensation
scenarios applies directly 26,6264 . That is, the crowding mechanism prefers the high-salt,
highly screened environment with suppressed Coulomb interaction. A study of like-charged
PEs could contribute towards further understanding of realistic, complex crowded environments 51,6567 . For polymer mixture, there is an inherent tendency to demix because of the
very small contribution from the entropy of mixing, resulting from the high molecular weight
of the components. The translational entropy loss due to the phase separation is N times
smaller (N=number of links in the chain) than for small molecules of similar volume fraction, while the energy gain from the contact of links is the same. This occurs even if there
is no interaction (Flory parameter χ = 0) between those links. Intuitively, the demixing
tendencies should be stronger in the case of the repulsive Coulomb interactions between two
polycationic chains like DNA and HA in a mixture - e.g. stronger than for DNA and neutral
PEG. However, here we should not forget that the Coulomb repulsion is there also for the
links of the same type - DNA/DNA and HA/HA. Studies of synthetic, exible PEs have
shown demixing above 5 − 15% PE content in aqueous solution, but a non-negligible region
of the phase diagram mixing does occur 68,69 .
Flory has, in a series of papers 65 investigated the statistical thermodynamics of mixtures
of rodlike particles. One of the papers in the Flory series addressed the rods mixture with
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coils and found that rods readily aggregate and form a subphase. The basic physical concept of Flory phase separation shows its relevance in (nano)composites 70 . That is, polymer
blends with a liquid crystalline dispersed phase are of technological interest, because the LC
inclusions can form a brillar morphology during processing, leading to a "self-reinforced"
composite. While the Flory study did not include the charge eects, the relatively high
persistence length of DNA and HA and other bioPEs invites this work in our consideration
- bioPEs may often be regarded as rigid rods or at least as chains of jointed rods/links
unlike the uncharged polymer coils. An extension of this study for the case where one of
the components does cary charge, i.e.it's a polyelectrolyte, may be found in the works by
Khokhlov and coauthors 66 and refs therein. The eect was the increase of solubility of the
charged component in the bulk of the other component - i.e.there was some compatibility
enhancement. This occurs due to the introduction of the counterions - their translational
entropy loss is signicant in the case of phase separation. A common experimental system
of charged rods and uncharged coils is DNA mixed with PEG, used for the osmotic stress
method for investigations of DNA lyotropic phases, equation of state and DNA-DNA interactions 3942,71,72 . A system closer to the above concept of like-charged PEs is the DNA
mixture with rodlike bioPE, F-actin (persistence length 10000nm). Both systems feature
phase separation - DNA with PEG systems may be either single molecules assuming a compact state excluding PEG or, at higher concentrations DNA domains organize separately
from PEG domains 41,46 . The F-actin/DNA system with di- and tri-valent counterions was
shown to phase-separate towards formation of F-actin bundles and DNA toroids 63 . F-actin
was also shown to form nematic phases when mixed with DNA in pure water or in up to 10
mM monovalent salt conditions 64 . Interestingly, in the latter case the DNA functioned as
the osmotic stressing agent, as e.g. BSA (bovine serum albumin) for DNA 26 .
We present here a study of DNA and HA mixture with nominal DNA and/or HA concentrations covering the range 0-100 g/L. Firstly, our study is another take in this interplay
of chain rigidity and charge density of chains in the mixture. That is, HA is the exible
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component here and it carries a weaker charge than DNA. However, it is not uncharged as
PEG and it is quite closer in rigidity to DNA than DNA is to F-actin or to PEG. In brief,
F-actin/DNA, DNA/HA and DNA/PEG are three characteristic cases from a spectrum of
possible semirigid PE mixtures. The essence of all these concepts, both theoretical and experimental was that a system of two PEs of rather dierent rigidity was studied. The more
rigid component will form the ordered phase. Our study checks for this. By polarizing microscopy (PM) we have observed birefringent, microns thick, elongated domains appearing
in DNA+HA samples of nominal DNA concentration of only 10 g/L - below the concentration for formation of anisotropic DNA phase. In coexistence were optically isotropic HA
domains of similar elongated shapes. HA solutions are not known to show birefringence at
any concentration. On the other hand, DNA shows anisotropic organization visible by PM
already above 10 g/L 37,38 . However, while we do attempt to quantitate the fraction of HA
and DNA from the area of their respective domains this still is not a very precise method.
We managed to infer from SAXS data that the phase separation is complete and that there
is no mixing of DNA and HA within domains. We base this also on our recent SAXS study
of DNA and HA solutions in very low added salt 73 . Others have shown 74 and we have
checked that the DNA features a well dened scattering maximum (polyelectrolyte peak)
that depends on the square-root of the concentration. Importantly, this is a rather precise
and reproducible feature (see Supporting Information). However, scattering from the HA
system is signicantly less intense and reveals, instead of a scattering maximum, only a weak
shoulder but with a similar concentration dependence. Thus we found that, for DNA/HA
mixture the position of the scattering peak is a direct measure of DNA local concentration
(concentration within the DNA domains) in the range of 2-200 g/L and beyond. This then
provides the volume taken by DNA subdomains and nally provides the volume taken by
HA domains and the eective HA concentration within those domains.
Secondly, we study here the DNA/HA mixture without the added salt. Thus it's the
counterions that regulate the osmotic pressure in this system. Our precise knowledge of
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DNA and HA eective concentrations allows us to infer osmotic pressure vs. monomer
concentration for HA from the one for DNA. We nd that for HA, as for DNA there is
a scaling 75 Π ∝ c9/8 . This scaling is valid up to 400-500 mM (monomers). We nd an
agreement also with the result for the exible PE polystyrene sulfonate (PSS). Our result for
HA complements the previously available results on osmotic pressure of HA in a monovalent
salt environment.
Finally, it is of additional interest that DNA is a highly charged polyelectrolyte that
features Manning condensation while HA is below the Manning limit of one elementary
charge per Bjerrum length (see Appendix). As noted by Raspaud et al., 1 for DNA in low salt
conditions the fraction of the counterions that contribute to osmotic pressure (detected by
osmometry) may be double the fraction of Manning free counterions given by both Manning
theory and the experimental studies that corroborate the theory. With HA, there is no
condensation, so the number of counterions that dene the osmotic pressure is clearly dened
and our data appear to be precise enough to corroborate the result by Raspaud. In other
words, the counterion concentrations of HA may serve as a reference for the DNA counterion
concentration.

Experimental
Materials

Solutions and mixtures of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) and hyaluronic acid (HA) solutions,
both in the form of sodium salts, were prepared with ultrapure water (Millipore Milli-Q),
without addition of any simple salts. Dissolving without a buer leads to a solution where
the pH is dened by the CO 2 dissolved in water, which leads to a pH of about 6, with both
DNA (pKa = 0) and HA (pKa = 3.2 60 ) fully ionized. In our previous studies 73,7679 we
used the DNA and HA samples described below, and ascertained that the salt content in
these samples is negligible, less than one added salt ion per 10 monomers. As such, samples
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dissolved in ultrapure water are taken to be free of added salt.
For DNA samples we used Salmon testes lyophilized DNA obtained from Sigma-Aldrich
(Cat. No. D1626) which is polydisperse, with chain lengths in the range from 2 kbp to
20 kbp or higher (contour length 0.7-7 µm). For HA we used HA from Streptococcus equi
sp. from Sigma-Aldrich (Cat. No. Fluka53747) with an average polymerization degree of
4000 (contour length of 4 µm) and a polydispersity index 1.3. For both, the low protein
content is declared by the manufacturer. Since they have rather long chain lengths, the
corresponding dilute-semidilute crossover concentrations are expected to be several orders of
magnitude below the concentration range studied 80,81 so we conclude that our samples are
in the semidilute regime.
We had two sets of samples prepared according to the following protocols (concentrations
are given as dry mass per total volume of the sample):

Protocol I - for SAXS and polarizing microscopy (PM). We prepared mother solutions
of DNA with concentrations 5-80 g/L by adding a given amount of dry DNA bers (5-80
mg) and ultrapure water (1 mL) into a small polyethylene bag each. During the course
of the experiment, more and more dry HA grains were being added to these bags, thus
resulting in an increasing HA concentration in the binary DNA/HA mixture, at a xed
DNA concentration. The maximum HA added was about 100 mg per 1 mL DNA solution
(10% by volume) and dissolving HA could not have swollen the total volume more than a
couple of percent beyond 1 mL. For the purpose of our analysis, the consequent deviation in
DNA concetration is negligible. The range of both polyelectrolyte concentrations is shown
in 1. The preparation procedure for each consecutive HA concentration was the following:
rst, a small cut was made in a bag with the mother solution and a couple of µL of sample
was extracted from the plastic bag (in a manner toothpaste is squeezed out) and onto either
the SAXS sample holder or onto a glass slide for PM. The bag was weighed to establish the
amount of sample extracted. While the measurement was conducted on the previous sample,
dry HA was added to the bag with the solution, the bag was sealed (welded) and weighed
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as a control of the added mass. Bag was then squished between ngers for several minutes
to ensure complete dissolution of HA and thorough mixing of the contents. A next sample
(now with the next higher HA concentration) was then extracted and applied in the same
manner like the previous one thus completing the cycle. This was done up to about 100 g/L
of HA, for each of the DNA solutions.

Protocol II - for SAXS. We prepared mother solutions of both DNA ( CDNA =200g/L)
and HA (CHA =40g/L). These were then mixed in 10 % steps (90:10, 80:20, ... , 10:90) which
resulted in 9 (+2 mother solutions) dierent solutions across the range from pure DNA
to pure HA. We emphasize that, unlike the protocol I where HA grains were mixed into
the solution, here we mixed two solutions which were allowed to equilibrate for a month.
Nevertheless, no qualitative or quantitative dierence in properties was observed for these
samples when compared to protocol I (see later Figure 7). The DNA mother solution CDNA
from this set was also used for establishing the dependence of the polyelectrolyte correlation
peak observed in SAXS vs. DNA concentration. (see supporting information)

Figure 1: Mass concentrations of DNA and HA in the binary mixtures prepared by Protocol
I (circles) and Protocol II (triangles). Vertical lines denote dierent DNA mother solutions
that have been gradually complemented with HA.
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Methods
Small-angle X-ray scattering

The SAXS measurements have been carried out at the high-ux SAXS beamline at the
ELETTRA synchrotron light source (Trieste, Italy). 82 The scattering patterns were recorded
with a 2D image plate detector (Mar300, MarResearch, Norderstedt, Germany) positioned at
the distance L = 1.32m from the sample. The detector covered the q -range (q = 4π(sin θ)/λ,
where λ = 1.54Å is the wavelength and 2 θ is the scattering angle) of interest from qmin = 0.16
nm−1 to qmax = 5.9 nm−1 . The angular calibration of the detector was performed with silver
behenate powder (d-spacing of 58.4 Å). The X-ray beam size at the sample position was set
to 0.5×3.0mm2 (V x H).
The sample solutions were measured either in quartz glass capillaries with a diameter
of 1 mm or in a specially designed gel-sample-holder, enclosed between two layers of mylar,
depending on the sample solution viscosity. The measurements were performed at 25 ◦ C .
Care was taken that no radiation damage was aecting the samples. This was done by
recording multiple short frames (10 sec each) on the same sample volume of several DNA
(20, 40 and 60 g/L), HA (10, 20, and 30 g/L) and some binary DNA/HA mixtures, thereby
ascertaining the maximum acquisition time during which no change of the scattering pattern
occurred. For all solutions which contain DNA, a decrease of scattered intensity was observed
after the 8th frame, while for pure HA solutions the scattering intensity was persistent even
after the 60th frame. This nding indicates that some DNA chain degradation occurs, likely
induced by the high ux of the beam. Thus, we selected 60 sec as an exposure time for
measuring the radiation scattered by the samples.
Before the analysis, the 2D-images were corrected for the detector response and the background scattering (pure H 2 0) was subtracted. From each 2D-image, 1D scattering proles
(curves) at several azimuths were extracted in order to quantitatively analyse scattering
spectra for each DNA/HA mixture.
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Polarization Microscopy

Polarizing microscopy (PLM) observations were done between a slide and coverslip. To prevent dehydration, the preparations were sealed by epoxy. The thickness of the preparations
was ranging from 50 µm to 200µm. We used an Optika N-400 POL polarizing microscope
with Optikam B5 digital camera. A quartz rst order retardation plate ( λ-plate) was inserted at 45◦ between crossed polars to analyze the orientations of molecules in particular
domains.

Results
Phase separation

Polarizing microscopy oers an immediate insight in the nature of the mixture of DNA and
HA. That is, we remind that well dened mesophases are routinely formed with fragmented,
monodisperse DNA, s.c. nucleosomal DNA. These fragments are around 50 nm or 150 bp
and feature cholesteric patterns above 100-150 g/L and columnar hexagonal above 300 g/L 36
. Long (in µm), unfragmented DNA strands in solution may align in parallel and present
birefringent textures in polarizing microscopy. Long DNA does not reach liquid crystaline
phases like fragmented DNA, but the ordering starts at quite lower concetrations, below 20
g/L 37,38 . On the other hand, HA is not known to show supramolecular organisation that
could be detected due to its birefringence. A principal birefringent texture for long polymers
are s.c. banded patterns. Banded patterns form for DNA but also for other polymers, e.g.
xanthan (a polysaccharide but a helical, chiral molecule) ( 33 and refs. therein). In DNA
solutions, these patterns occur without a dened boundary between isotropic and birefringent
regions of the sample. This is unlike e.g. cholesteric droplets, formed by shorter mesogenic
molecules, which are well dened against isotropic background.
Our PLM images of DNA/HA mixtures consistently show coexistence of nonbirefringent
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and birefringent domains. In Figure 2. we show PLM images from a mixture of 49 g/L
DNA and 18 g/L HA that have been left to equilibrate for 6 months (sealed between a slide
and a coverslip). Images are taken with a λ plate (full wave retardation plate) inserted in the
optical path between the crossed polars, after the sample. This allows determination of the
orientation of macromolecules. Dashed lines in the images denote the general orientation of
macromolecules in a large rope-like domain that contains many aligned strands. When the
rope is parallel to the fast axis of the λ-plate (Figure 2a) it is coloured yellow/orange (as
negatively birefringent DNA should be) and when perpendicular (90 ◦ rotated sample, Figure
2c) the rope turns blue. At 45 ◦ (mid panel, Figure 2b) it is almost extinguished. Optically
isotropic (nonbirefringent) domains are consistenly red/magenta tinted independent of the
sample rotation. The appearance of the mixture is directly reminiscent of unfragmented
DNA mixture with neutral, exible polymer like polyethylene glycol (PEG) 36 - in the mixture, DNA and PEG remain in separated domains. PEG is routinely used to induce DNA
condensation and mesophase formation, and here, presumably HA takes this role. This is
our rst indication that the isotropic domains do not contain DNA, but only HA. Even
if isotropic, HA domains did contain some DNA, its concentration must be below 10 g/L,
otherwise the domains would show some birefringence.
In Figure 3 the banded pattern region from Figure 2a (rectangle) is enlarged. Banded
patterns are distinct from apparently similar cholesteric textures in the manner that the
relative thickness of the bands (of dierent coloring) changes upon rotation of the sample.
Between Figure 2a and c, blue or yellow bands dominate for dierent orientations. In the
present preparation the banded pattern is formed at the end of the highly aligned rope when
the molecules from the rope fan and expand between two isotropic domains. On the right
hand side the strands are undulating, change local orientation periodically - which leads to
appearance of the bands, as denoted by the schematics in the image. On the left hand side
the strands are extended along the neighboring isotropic domain and no bands are visible.
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Figure 2: Polarizing microscopy (PLM) images taken with λ-plate inserted, of DNA 49 g/L
+ 18 g/L HA mixtures. Birefringent, presumably DNA domains are orange or blue, while
nonbirefringent, presumably HA domains are red. Dashed line denotes the orientation of
negatively birefringent DNA molecules, highly aligned in a rope. The rope appears orange
when the chains are parallel to the λ-plate fast axis (λ-arrow), blue when perpendicular
and extinguish when at 45 ◦ . Crossed arrows denote the orientation of the crossed polars.
Rectangles denote the area enlarged in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Enlarged area from Figure 2a presents banded patterns typical of long polymers.
Upon 45◦ rotation, local orientation of the undulating DNA strands in relation to λ-plate
axis (λ-arrow) changes as does the coloring of the bands. Lines represent the orientation of
DNA molecules. Crossed arrows denote the orientation of the crossed polars.
Solution anisotropy

Figure 4 shows a series of 2D SAXS patterns for DNA/HA samples at various additions of
HA and grouped by DNA mass concentration, CDNA : 17 g/L, 49 g/L and 65 g/L in the rst,
second and third column, respectively. The main feature observed for all of the measured
DNA/HA binary solutions is the appearance of the ring-like scattering maximum, indicating
the existence of a short-range ordered structure in the solutions. As PE chains are negatively
charged, the repulsive interaction between them produces a short-range ordered mesh which
is revealed in SAXS experiments through a more or less intense scattering maximum at q ⋆ .
We know from our recent work 73 (as well from other works 57,59 ) that the pure HA solutions
show only a relatively weak and wide shoulder in scattering intensities, unlike the DNA
solutions. There is a reason for that: the sugar groups located on the HA chain lack the
scattering power of relatively heavy P atoms present in the phosphate groups of a DNA
chain. DNA also retains in its vicinity relatively heavier Na + counterions, 13 unlike HA
(which features no Manning condensation - see Appendix). The absence of a clear scattering
maximum is also a consequence of the more disordered mesh due to the weaker electrostatic
interaction between HA chains that are of lower linear charge density. Thus, for DNA/HA
binary mixtures the signal should be dominated by the DNA macroion partial scattering
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function. Taking into account the lack of a clear maximum for pure HA solutions, we can
conclude that the appearance of the scattering maximum in the SAXS spectra for DNA/HA
solutions visible in Figure 4 has its origin in the DNA inter-chain arrangement.
For DNA sample CDNA =17 g/L without HA addition (rst column, rst row in Figure
4), the SAXS ring is isotropic in intensity distribution. By adding HA in this DNA mother
solution (down the columns in Figure 4), as well as with the increase of DNA concentration
for HA free samples (along the rst row in Figure 4), one may notice that the azimuthal
intensity distribution at the peak position of the ring becomes anisotropic. The anisotropy
in scattering has two-fold symmetry which indicates a preferential orientation of the DNA
macroions, at least across the scattering volume ( 0.5×0.5×3mm). Moreover, the appearance
of anisotropy in SAXS correlates with the appearance of birefringence due to the alignment
of DNA strands in the sample. For example, CDNA =17 g/L DNA without HA is nonbirefringent in PLM and isotropic in SAXS, while CDNA =17 g/L DNA with CHA =12 g/L HA
shows a weak birefringence that occurs across a large portion of the preparation between the
slide and coverslip and is anisotropic in SAXS (second row, rst image in Figure 4) One
may check also the Supp. Info for comparison of PLM images of CDNA =49 g/L DNA with
HA contents CHA =18 g/L, 42 g/L and 87 g/L with the respective SAXS patterns presented
in Figure 4 - central column. Our DNA/HA mixture shows (see Figure 2) isolated and
rope-like birefringent domains formed from aligned DNA strands. A typical length of these
domains is of the order of 100 µm. This means that the scattering volume contains of the
order of 102 − 103 domains which should be, in principle, randomly oriented and produce
isotropic SAXS patterns. However, we believe that DNA domains acquire a preferential
direction during insertion of DNA/HA mixture into the SAXS sample holder. Namely, as
most of the DNA/HA mixtures are viscous, they were inserted into SAXS sample holder
by squeezing them out from the small hole made on the corner of plastic bag wherein they
have been prepared and mixed. Thus, the sample was under shear and ow and the domains
reoriented themselves along 59,83 - eventually producing the anisotropy in SAXS patterns.
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Interestingly enough, upon further increase in HA concentration, the SAXS anisotropy gradually disappears (last two rows in Figure 4). We may only speculate that this is the eect
of the increased viscosity which prevents the alignment of DNA into any larger (ropelike)
domains - there is simply not enough time for these to form during the sample ow.

Compression of DNA subphase upon HA addition

A feature more relevant to this work, visible in Figure 4 is the increase of the ring radius
(q ⋆ ) as CHA increases. We illustrate this better using 1D SAXS spectra shown in Figure 5
for CDNA =10 g/L solution with an increasing HA content. Importantly, the increase in q ⋆
with the increase in HA reects the decrease of the mean DNA interchain separation. In
other words, the DNA subphase is compressed upon HA addition.
The evolution of q ⋆ as a function of the monomer concentration ratio of the two PEs,

cHA /cDNA , is presented in Figure 6. We have studied six dierent DNA initial concentrations
and the results in the Figure 6 show how the SAXS peaks shift upon addition of HA in
comparison to HA-free DNA solutions (the smaller points on the left axis). Our manner
of presentation and the results shown in Figure 6 are qualitatively similar to the study of
F-actin/DNA mixtures by Lai et al. 64 (see Figure 3c. there). In their work, the scatterer
is F-actin, the more rigid and more ordered mixture component, while DNA chains are the
exible, weakly scattering component that lacks ordering. The eective role of DNA chains
is switched in DNA/HA mixture where now DNA is the more rigid, mesogenic, birefringent
and strongly scattering entity. For both systems, F-actin/DNA and DNA/HA here, q ⋆ shifts
up with an increase in the monomer concentration ratio of the two PEs, in our case even for
very small amount of HA added - cHA /cDNA ≈ 0.1. Lai et al. emphasize a power law dependence of q ⋆ on the ratio cDNA /cF-actin . They nd this for a rather narrow range of monomer
concentration ratios from 1-6. In a similarly limited range of ratios, 1 < cHA /cDNA < 10,
we also nd the same power law dependence. However, for the much lower cHA /cDNA ratios
that we cover in our study, this dependence necessarily vanishes, as the q ⋆ value approaches
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the q0⋆ value for DNA alone (points on the Y-axis in Figure 6 and see also the Supp. Info.
Fig.1). Empirically, the q ⋆ dependence is given by

q ⋆ = q0⋆

p
1 + ΓcHA /cDNA

(1)

as denoted in Figure 6. The square-root dependence stems from the fact that q ⋆ reects the
mesh size which scales with the square-root of the concentration (Supp. Info. Fig.1).
It is also noteworthy that the SAXS intensity ring is clear and relatively strong which
indicates that, although in the DNA/HA solutions exist many separated DNA domains, all
of them feature a similar characteristic length scale (see Supp. Info. for the comparation of
FWHM of the scattering peaks at each q ⋆ presented in Figure 6 and FWHM of the scattering
peaks for the DNA solutions without HA).

Discussion
A complete phase separation?

From the above we may conclude that we never observed a single phase HA/DNA mixture, for
a rather broad range of mixture ratios (0.05-30) and total PE content 0.5-25 %. That is, our
SAXS data indicate that even the smallest amounts of HA added to the mixture were always
to occupy a separate volume, and reduce the volume available to DNA. This reects the fact
that the SAXS correlation peak of the mixture is always shifted upwards in comparison to
pure DNA (see Figure 6). These shifts can occur only if the DNA concentration increases
upon HA addition. If HA completely intermixed with DNA and formed a single phase, then
the latter would still occupy the same volume. In that case the DNA concentration would
not change - and the SAXS peak would not shift - contrary to our observation. Interestingly,
mixing of the like charged (synthetic) polyelectrolytes and formation of a single phase has
been found up to 5-15 % of total PE content in water, i.e.50-150 g/L 69 - from SAXS, our
17

Figure 4: selected 2D-SAXS patterns for three dierent xed nominal DNA concentrations
- for each column and with dierent amount of HA added - in rows.
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Figure 5: 1D-SAXS spectra of DNA/HA binary mixtures for CDNA =10 g/L with varying
concentration of HA up to CHA =70 g/L. The increase in HA content shifts the scattering
maximum q ⋆ to higher values.
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Figure 6: SAXS peak positions q ⋆ shift up from the values for pure DNA mother solutions
(points on the left Y-axis) upon addition of HA (shown as the increase in cHA /cDNA ).For
higher cHA /cDNA ratios the peaks shift according to a power law q ⋆ ∼ (cHA /cDN A )1/2 .
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DNA/HA mixtures appear quite separated even at 1 % total PE content.
In accordance, polarizing microscopy (PLM) demonstrates the existence of separated
phases - but it's not applicable in the low DNA/HA concentration range as 17 g/L (2 % or
lower) DNA solutions are not birefringent. Also, PLM does not tell on the possibility that
some HA is mixed into DNA domains - it's a plausible scenario that we need to investigate
further. In the opposite case, if DNA intermixed into HA domains would render these
optically anisotropic - and we do observe the isotropic domains. Anyhow, PLM is not
quantitative - only provides qualitative information. In the following we will analyse our
data further by proposing a scenario where some HA mixes into DNA phase. As for the
reasons just above , as well as for simplicity we do not consider the opposite, that some
DNA mixes into the HA subphase.
We base the analysis on our experimental result that the SAXS peak originates from
DNA subphase. In our recent paper, 73 we showed for DNA solutions across two decades in
concentration from 2-200 g/L that - as expected in the framework of the scaling theory 6 the relationship between q ⋆ and concentration is precisely

q ⋆ = 2π(bDNA nDNA )1/2

(2)

where bDNA =0.34 nm is the DNA monomer size and nDNA is the monomer(basepair)
number concentration (see also Supp. Info.). Wang & Bloomeld 74 obtained before the
same equation, although for the nucleosomal DNA 146bp fragments. For these the studied
concentration range was mainly below the liquid crystalline ordering concentration, unlike
ours which starts to show limited ordering amidst the studied range. Nevertheless, no shift
is discernible in q ⋆ , or a change in slope away from 0.50 in our data within the experimental
error. That is, the position of the scattering maximum q ⋆ is a variable, which in the isotropic
solution may be regarded as the measure of the characteristic length scale ξDNA ∼ 1/q ⋆ of
an isotropic, random DNA mesh and upon alignment of DNA chains and precholesteric
textures formation as an average distance LDNA ∼ 1/q ⋆ between parallel chains. These two
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parameters are quite close in value and thus the q ⋆ vs. c dependence is unaected by this
qualitative change. One may read from Eq. 2 that the value of q ⋆ is simply given by the
total (contour) length of all DNA macroions constrained in a volume allocated to the DNA
molecules. We found 73 that the equation holds for the weakly charged, however rather rigid
HA, while Combet et. al. 84 found that corrections are necessary for various exible PEs.
Now, we start by assuming a completely separated DNA and HA phases and we denote
⋆
⋆
⋆
coresponding volumes as VDNA
and VHA
, where the total sample volume is V = VDNA
+
⋆
⋆
⋆
VHA
. When we normalize to V we get 1 = VDNA
/V + VHA
/V. This relationship may be

expressed also with the eective concentrations of DNA and HA ( c⋆DNA , c⋆HA , monomolar
concentration) in those subphase volumes and by the nominal monomer concentrations cDNA
and cHA (dened across the total volume - converted from the mass concentrations in Figure
1):

(3)

1 = cDNA /c⋆DNA + cHA /c⋆HA
Here we note that all the variables are experimentally accessible except c⋆HA , thus:

(4)

c⋆HA = cHA /(1 − cDN A /c⋆DN A )
Using this expression and our SAXS length scale calibration expression (

p

(c⋆DN A ) ∼

(2π/q ⋆ )) we convert all the q ⋆ data points for dierent DNA concentrations from Figure 6
to get the corresponding c⋆DN A values necessary for obtaining the c⋆HA value.
Interestingly, if we plot these data as c⋆HA vs. c⋆DN A (see Figure 7) we get a simple linear
relationship

c⋆HA = Γ × c⋆DN A

(5)

where Γ = 0.85 ± 0.04
The above result is directly related to the empirical relationship we presented before.
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Figure 7: Eective concentration of HA vs. the eective concentration of DNA is shown
for the binary mixtures prepared by Protocol I (circles) and Protocol II (triangles). The
eective concentration of DNA is calculated from the experimentally obtained q ⋆ measured
for a given mixture (see Figure 1). The nominal concentrations of DNA and HA that dene
a mixture, as well as c⋆DN A enter the expression for calculation of c⋆HA .
That is, if we rewrite Eq.3 by inserting Eq.5 we get

c⋆DNA = cDNA (1 + Γ

√

cHA
)
cDNA

which is analogous to Eq.1, if we take into consideration that q ⋆ ∼

(6)

p ⋆
cDNA and q0⋆ ∼

cDNA . If the eective concentration ratio Eq.5 is converted to a ratio of the characteristic

length scales (mesh size) of two separated phases, DNA and HA, we obtain that ξHA =

0.62ξDNA . In other words, in the mixture, the HA mesh size is proportionally smaller than
the DNA mesh size.
With the above relationships a (pseudo)ternary phase diagram (Figure

8a) may be

constructed for the DNA/HA mixture, in analogy to the work on synthetic, like-charged PE
mixtures by Hellebust et al. 69 The nominal concentrations of cDN A and cHA are the initial
(gravimetrically determined) concentrations presented by mid-points of the tie-lines. The
tie-lines connect the end points found at the edges of the triangular diagram. One endpoint denotes the concentration of the DNA subphase (where HA is zero due to inmiscibility
22

constraint) and the other of the HA subphase (where DNA is zero).

(a)

(b)

Figure 8: (a)Ternary phase diagram of DNA, HA and water if no mixing is assumed. (b)
Ternary phase diagram of DNA, HA and water if mixing of HA into DNA is assumed. A
single-phase region is denoted as a triangle. Schematic representations of the sample volume
are shown next to the respective diagrams, dark lines being HA chains and light ones, DNA.
In accordance with our initial assumption, there is no mixing of the phases and there is
not a single phase region in the diagram. In the following, we question this assumption and
suppose that a fraction of HA molecules ∆NH mixes into the DNA phase (for brevity, we will
use indices H for HA and D for DNA.). We remind that NH /V = cH and that NH /VH⋆ = c⋆H .
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Thus, the reduced concentration of pure HA phase, c⋆H∆ would be:

c⋆H∆ = c⋆H × (1 − ∆)

(7)

Also, from the above follows that the concentration of mixed-in HA fraction within the
DNA subphase is c⋆H∆ = ∆NH /VD⋆ which leads to:

⋆
cX
H∆ = ∆ × cD × (cH /cD )

(8)

Notably, it depends on the ratio of nominal (initial) concentrations of HA and DNA more HA added, more mixing occurs. However, the ∆ parameter still remains to be evaluated
in order to dene the phase diagram already presented in Figure 8b.

Osmotic pressure equilibrium and mixing

Towards this goal we continue by reminding that DNA and HA subphases are in the osmotic
equilibrium regulated by counterions. That is, the osmotic pressure of the DNA subphase
with a HA fraction mixed-in equals the pressure of the HA subphase:

⋆
Π⋆D + ΠX
H∆ = ΠH∆ .

(9)

The osmotic pressure for DNA as a highly charged PE is dened by the osmotic pressure
coecient φD = (2ηD )−1 (η is the Manning parameter, see Appendix) and the counterion
concentration 2c⋆D (there are two counterions per monomer-basepair):

Π⋆D ∝ 2φD × c⋆D

(10)

The osmotic pressure for HA as a weakly charged PE is dened by the osmotic pressure
coecient φH = 1 − 0.5ηH = 0.64 (ηH = 0.72 for HA) and the counterion concentration

c⋆H . We now equalize the osmotic pressures of the two subphases, taking into account the
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possible intermixing, Eq. 8:

φH c⋆H∆ = [2φD + ∆φH × (cH /cD )] × c⋆D

(11)

Now, we take into account the experimentally obtained relationship of eective concentrations of HA and DNA, Eq. 5, as well as Eq. 7 and get:

ΓφH × (1 − ∆) = 2φD + ∆φH × (cH /cD )

(12)

This expression is the condition for intermixing of HA into DNA subphase. The expression may be satised for dierent values of parameters ∆ , cH /cD and only for φD ≤ 0.28,
that is:

∆ = (Γ − 2φD /φH )/(cH /cD + Γ)

(13)

If we take the theoretical values (see Appendx or 85 ) of the osmotic coecients for DNA,

φD = 0.12 and HA, φD = 0.65 we get

∆ = 0.47/(cH /cD + 0.87)

(14)

Thus we obtain the fraction of HA within the DNA phase:

⋆
cX
H∆ /cD = 0.47 ×

(cH /cD )
cH /cD + 0.87

(15)

Interestingly, the higher the relative HA content, the higher the fraction of HA which
should mix into DNA. For the lowest HA contents that we tested cHA < 0.1 × cDN A the
ratio of HA and DNA in DNA domains would be 0.47 · (0.1/0.95) ∼ 5% while it would
rise to 45% for the highest HA contents cHA > 30 × cDN A . It is debatable whether this
could be considered physical. That is, the ternary phase diagram with mixing, Figure 8b)
qualitatively diers from the one without the mixing, Figure 8a) as in the former appears
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a single-phase mixture region which lacks in the latter. However, this region is broadening
towards higher DNA or HA content, in contradiction with the case presented by Hellebust
et al. where the single phase mixture occurs only at the lowest concentrations of PEs and
disappears towards higher PE contents. 69

Osmotic pressure equilibrium and Manning condensation parameter

Importantly, the expression Eq. 13 when there is no intermixing ( ∆ = 0) may be satised
only if an osmotic coecient dierent from Manning theoretical value is assumed, that
is φD = 0.28, double the Manning value! Indeed, Raspaud et al. have found quite similar

φD = 0.25 also from a measurement of DNA osmotic pressure. That is, they have equilibrated
DNA with neutral polymer PEG, while we did the equilibration with the charged polymer
HA, a polyelectrolyte. While giving a similar value, the two approaches are quite dierent
in a technical sense - as they used osmometry, while we use SAXS. More importantly - we
use HA, a weakly charged PE which does not feature Manning condensation. Consequently,
we have a good knowledge of the free counterion concentration and the osmotic coecient
in HA subphase and then its straight forward to equilibrate these with DNA subphase as shown above. There is no need to have previously established the dependence of the
osmotic pressure on the concentration of the stressing polymer - there are no issues related
to calibration of osmometers etc. This adds condence to the absolute numbers for osmotic
coecient φD = 0.28 and the Manning parameter fD = 0.55 that we obtain and strongly
corroborates the result by Raspaud et al.
Finally, we compare the results on the osmotic pressure of DNA and PSS (polystyrene
sulfonate) from literature, with our ndings. Firstly, from the above we take that the value
of the osmotic coecient should be double the theoretical for both DNA and PSS, i.e.2(2η)−1
instead of (2η)−1 . For HA the osmotic coecient may be expected to remain at the theoretical
value φH = 1 − 0.5ηH = 0.64 as it's not related to condensation. Secondly, we note the
proportionality of concentrations (Eq. 5) of DNA and HA in osmotic equilibrium. Here, it
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follows that the HA osmotic pressure ΠHA (c) scales as for the other two PEs, Π ∼ c9/8 , up to
about c = 1 M. 75 In Figure 9 we present the literature osmotic pressure data for DNA and
PSS and compare it with our ndings for HA. That is, for HA we infer the osmotic pressure
from the fact that it is equilibrated with DNA ΠHA = ΠDN A and from cmonomer
= Γ · cbasepair
HA
DN A .
We remind that for DNA ccounterion
= 2cbasepair
DN A
DN A .

counterion
= 2(2ηDN A )−1 · cbase
ΠDN A /RT = φDN A ccounterion
DN A = 0.25cDN A
DN A

(16)

ΠHA /RT = φHA ccounterion
= (1 − 0.5ηHA ) · cmonomer
= 0.65 · ccounterion
= 0.25ccounterion
(17)
HA
HA
HA
DN A
Also,

ΠP SS /RT = φP SS ccounterion
= 2(2ηP SS )−1 · cmonomer
= 0.35ccounterion
P SS
P SS
P SS

(18)

In the set of the Equations above we have omitted the 9/8 exponent over c for the
reasons of clarity. That is, the prefactors of interest herar are independent of the exponent.
Accordingly, in Figure 9 we plot on the x-axis the total counterion concentration ccounterion of
the PEs in question and the y-axis is the osmotic pressure rescaled by RT φ of the respective
PE. We arrive at a single (experimental) master curve for DNA, HA and PSS. In other
words, there is no other prefactor in the equation of state for all the PEs besides the osmotic
pressure coecient: Π = φcRT . On the contrary, if we take the Manning theoretical values
of the osmotic coecient then dierent PEs would feature dierent prefactors. In other
words, we arrive to a master curve for Π if we take the condensation parameter to be double
the Manning value - as also found by Raspaud et al. Eventually, this shows that in our
DNA/HA mixture there is no intermixing and that the phase separation is complete.
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Figure 9: Equation of state for DNA, HA and PSS. The osmotic pressure is rescaled by the
osmotic coecient of a given PE, where the osmotic coecient for strong PEs (DNA, PSS)
is taken to be η −1 , i.e. double the Manning theoretical value (2η)−1 and for HA is 1 − 0.5η ,
(η is the Manning parameter for a given PE).

Conclusion and prospects
At the end we note the issue of the viscosity of the DNA and HA solutions, which depends
on the size distribution of DNA and HA fragments in the sample. Our work was performed
with solutions of long polydisperse 1-10 µm long DNA or HA molecules which are highly
viscous, almost gel-like towards the highest concentrations. E.g., the global, ow induced
anisotropy of the samples is preserved and visible in the SAXS anisotropy. Mixtures of DNA
and HA consisting of shorter fragments, down to 0.1 µm would be much less viscous at
similar concentrations. This could lead to dierent mixing properties, more akin to those
for synthetic PEs tested by Hellebust et al. However, it is not a priori clear whether the
phase separation or the homogenization will be facilitated by the diminished viscosity of
the system. In other words, the phase separation that we observed could be a consequence
of dierent electrostatic properties of DNA and HA and occur also for systems based on
fragmented molecules, or it may be simply due to high viscosity and disappear when the
viscosity is reduced. Of interest would also be whether more dened DNA mesophases (e.g.
cholesteric) would be formed and how would the phase diagram compare to the one obtained
28

with the conventional PEG osmotic stressing method.
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Appendix
We summarize basic textbook concepts, 2,3 relevant for this work.

Persistence length  There are two charged elements in a PE system, polyions and the
ionic cloud, and consequently there are electrostatics induced phenomena that are of primary
concern in PE studies and repeatedly attract the attention of theoreticians and experimentalists 59,1114 . One phenomenon is the electrostatic contribution Le to the structural (intrinsic)
persistence length L0 (a measure of the polyion chain rigidity). That is, the persistence length

Lp = L0 + Le of a polyion is due to the structural rigidity of the constitutent polymer chain
but also due to the long-range Coulomb repulsion of the like charges on the chain. It is
inherently dependent on the screening of these charges by all the ions in the cloud (counterions and added-salt ions). A frequently used model to calculate Le is Odijk-Skolnick-Fixman
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model Le = 1/(4κ2 lB ), where lB is Bjerrum length. The electrostatic contribution may easily
surpass the structural one in very low salt conditions. A polyion will behave as a rod if the
persistence length is comparable to the contour length, Lp ≈ Lc 8690 .

Manning condensation  Manning condensation occurs for a polyion with a rather high

linear charge density. Such a polyion is able to attract (condense), by long range Coulomb
interaction, a fraction of the counterions released (by solvation) into the cloud. In simplest
terms, Manning condensation occurs if the charges along the polyion are closer than the
Bjerrum length, i.e.if their interaction is stronger than the thermal energy kBT . E.g., for
DNA, there are two charges per monomer ( zm = 2) and bDN A = 0.34 nm which gives

η = zm × lB /b = 4.2 and f = 1/η = 0.24 Only 1 out of 4 counterions is uncondensed. On the
other hand, HA has one charge per monomer ( zm = 1) of the length bHA = 1nm, 91 which is
longer than the Bjerrum length lB = 0.72 nm. Thus, the Manning charge density parameter

η = 0.7 for HA is smaller than 1 and its counterions do not Manning condense, f = 1. 7,85

Osmotic pressure  One experimental parameter where nominally both the polyions and
counterions come into play is the osmotic pressure. 9 In the limit of low salt concentrations,
the osmotic pressure is proportional to the pressure from the ideal gas of (uncondensed)
counterions, Πion = φkBT c. The osmotic pressure coecient is regulated by the Manning
condensation for strong linear charge polyelectrolytes like DNA, η > 1: φ = (2η)−1 . Low
linear charge PE η < 1, like HA do not feature condensation but the osmotic coecient is
still below 1, as the screening eects due to the counterions are taken into account: φH =

1 − 0.5ηH = 0.64. 85 Polyions also contribute to the osmotic pressure of PE. One way to
describe a polyion is to take it as composed of rigid segments (Kuhn lengths). These are
comparable to persistence length, Lp . Respective contribution to the osmotic pressure is

Πchain = kBT /L3p . Nevertheless, L3p will be smaller than φc at least up to c = 0.5 − 1M
(monomers). Thus we'd have osmotic pressure proportional to the counterion concentration.
However, experimentally, it occurs that the dependence is Π ∼ c9/8 . 52,75 We may start here
to note that this is observed for a semidilute solution, where polyions overlap. For such a
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system we should take note of the scaling arguments for uncharged polymers rst. There,
the polymer size is the Flory radius which scales as RF ∼ N 3/5 (N = polymerization degree).
The overlap concentration of separate chains scales as c⋆ ≈ N/RF3 . The osmotic pressure Π
of a semidilute system should not depend on N - the separate chains lose their identity in
the semidilute regime. Thus, Π should be a function of only the monomer concentration:

Π = f (c/c⋆ ). Combining these expressions we get that Π ∼ (c/c⋆ )9/4 , as was conrmed
experimentally. 75 Now, charged polymer (PE) in a high added salt environment should
behave in a similar manner, as the screening reduces interchain interactions. However,
eects of charge interactions along he chain should be taken into account. A measure for
the interaction along the chain is the electrostatic persistence length Le , which should be
compared to the Debye screening length κ−1 ∼ c−1/2 that scales with the square-root of
the ionic concentration. Odijk gave the osmotic pressure for a semidilute salt-free PE with

Π ∼ (Le /κ)3/4 c9/4 . In the salt-free conditions both Le and κ−1 are dened by counterion
(or monomer) concentration. This expression reduces to Π ∼ c9/8 , which is indeed observed
experimentally for DNA.
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